Whether arrhythmia risks will increase if drugs with electrocardiographic (ECG) QT-prolonging properties are combined is generally supposed but not well studied. Based on available evidence, the Arizona Center for Education and Research on Therapeutics (AZCERT) classification defines the risk of QT prolongation for exposure to single drugs. We aimed to investigate how combining AZCERT drug categories impacts QT duration and how relative drug exposure affects the extent of pharmacodynamic drug-drug interactions. Methods: In a cohort of 2558 psychiatric inpatients and outpatients, we modeled whether AZCERT class and number of coprescribed QT-prolonging drugs correlates with observed rate-corrected QT duration (QTc) while also considering age, sex, inpatient status, and other QTc-prolonging risk factors. We concurrently considered administered drug doses and pharmacokinetic interactions modulating drug clearance to calculate individual weights of relative exposure with AZCERT drugs. Because QTc duration is concentration-dependent, we estimated individual drug exposure with these drugs and included this information as weights in weighted regression analyses. Results: Drugs attributing a 'known' risk for clinical consequences were associated with the largest QTc prolongations. However, the presence of at least two versus one QTc-prolonging drug yielded nonsignificant prolongations [exposure-weighted parameter estimates with 95% confidence intervals for 'known' risk drugs + 0.93 ms (-8.88;10.75)]. Estimates for the 'conditional' risk class increased upon refinement with relative drug exposure and coadministration of a 'known' risk drug as a further risk factor. Conclusions: These observations indicate that indiscriminate combinations of QTc-prolonging drugs do not necessarily result in additive QTc prolongation and suggest that QT prolongation caused by drug combinations strongly depends on the nature of the combination partners and individual drug exposure. Concurrently, it stresses the value of the AZCERT classification also for the risk prediction of combination therapies with QT-prolonging drugs.
Introductionpatient. 2, 3 For an individual risk assessment, it has been suggested to distinguish between three different drug categories of QT-prolonging compounds in the Arizona Center for Education and Research on Therapeutics (AZCERT) classification. 4, 5 In the first category, QTc prolongation frequently and dose-dependently causes TdP (class with 'known' risk). Drugs of the second class frequently prolong QTc but TdP rarely ensues ('possible' risk). The third class, finally, compiles compounds whose risk of causing QTc prolongation and TdP depends on the presence of essential cofactors such as hypokalemia, promoting the adverse reaction ('conditional' risk).
While these differences between drugs are well established and likely caused by variable interference of the compounds with cardiac ion currents, 6, 7 little is known about the risk of combinations of such drugs and their interactions. There is good evidence for potentially dangerous interactions if a QT-prolonging perpetrator drug decreases the clearance of another QT-prolonging (victim) drug (pharmacokinetic drug-drug interaction, pkDDI), which generally leads to more pronounced QT prolongation because any interference with ion channels is concentration dependent. Such pkDDIs are well documented for drug combinations such as clarithromycin and pimozide, 8 so that the resulting QT prolongation can be caused by only one drug and thus be neither synergistic nor additive. This stresses the need for considering individual exposure to QT-prolonging drugs in any risk assessment strategy.
In contrast to statistical tests for interaction as departure from additive effects, 9 the additive nature of two drugs in a biological sense is thus defined differently: if effects are larger than those observed with the single drugs, the interaction is considered supra-additive or synergistic when the effect of a combination exceeds the sum of effects of the individual compounds. 10 In contrast, if the effect of the combination treatment is in between the sum of the single treatments and the highest single treatment effect, it is considered to be subadditive. Therefore, a pharmacodynamic drugdrug interaction (pdDDI) in its strict biological sense is only present if synergism or antagonism is observed.
If two compounds do not interact at a pharmacokinetic level, their combination can result in additive effects on one or more ion channels until a maximum (plateau) effect is reached and all available channels are affected (pdDDI). 11 It could also happen that maximum interference is already caused by the first compound, leaving little room for additional modulation of the target ion channel. 12 Finally, in the complexity of cardiac repolarization processes, synergistic or even antagonistic effects could occur if each interaction partner interferes with distinct and synergistic or opposing ion channels. 13 For instance, predictions become challenging due to altered calcium currents or concurrent sodium-channelblocking activity. 14 In this respect, it is not surprising that both additive and also antagonistic effects on ion channels upon co-administration of QTc-prolonging drugs have been documented 15, 16 and that this may translate to null effects on QTc durations. 12 It is therefore questionable whether extrapolation from useful single-drug classification systems to multidrug administration is generally valid and what factors modulate its arrhythmogenic risk.
Considering the multitude of possible drug combinations, the ideal way of answering this question by randomized controlled trials appears hardly feasible. We therefore chose a pharmacoepidemiological approach starting with the AZCERT risk classification to estimate the influence of drug combinations on QT duration and to assess the impact of dose and exposure in a large cohort of unselected psychiatric inpatients and outpatients. In particular, we quantified changes in QT durations depending on the total numbers of QT-prolonging drugs in the patients' medication and compared QT values in patients receiving zero, one, or at least two such drugs. All analyses were further weighted for relative exposure considering dose and comedication.
Methods

Data and study sample
The data of this report originate from a multicenter cross-sectional survey that has recently been described in detail. [17] [18] [19] In brief, the study recruited 2558 patients with psychiatric illnesses in Italy from 35 psychiatric services participating in the STAR (Servizi Territoriali Associati per la Ricerca) Network. During a three-month recruitment period, all adult inpatients and outpatients were included if they had full mental capacity, gave written informed consent, and if an ECG was recorded during the hospital stay (inpatients) or during the recruitment period (outpatients). If more than one ECG was available, only the earliest was considered. No further inclusion criteria were applied, that is, neither specific psychiatric diagnoses nor drug treatment with specific drugs were required. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Integrata, Verona (Approval Number 2409), and by the Ethics Committee of each participating site.
Socio-demographic and clinical characteristics were extracted from medical records providing covariate information on age, sex, recruitment setting, various risk factors associated with QTc prolongation (electrolyte imbalances of potassium and calcium, current and prior abuse of illicit drugs), ECG recordings, and drug utilization considering relevant modulators of exposure such as dose, pkDDI and their extent. Data are available upon request.
Outcome assessment
In each participating site, standard 12-lead ECGs were recorded and the QT interval was determined by examining lead II with automatic data acquisition; a cardiologist who was blind to the patient's clinical condition confirmed the accuracy of all measurements. Measured QT intervals were corrected for the heart rate using Fridericia's formula 20 to avoid QTc overestimation in patients with heart rates greater than 80 beats per minute (bpm). 21 Qualitative attributes regarding ECG abnormalities were extracted from the ECG report (Table 1 ) and the analysis data set was accordingly restricted by excluding ECGs with atrial fibrillation, pacemakers, repolarization abnormalities, bundle-branch block, and necrosis or ischemia signs.
Drug exposure
Based on the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system, an ATC code was unequivocally assigned to all drugs (Supplementary Table S1 ) and using the AZCERT classification, all drugs were further classified according to their risk for actual clinical events (TdP) into categories of high evidence ('known' risk), of evidence of risk only in certain situations ('conditional' risk), and of unclear relevance regarding clinical consequences (i.e. TdP risk) of QTc prolongation ('possible' risk) 5 (Table 2) .
Drug dosage. For a very large part of administered drugs, the prescribed daily dose (PDD) could be extracted from medical records (75.3% of all records, 93.6% of included AZCERT drugs). This allowed us to convert drug doses into multiples of the defined daily dose (DDD 22 ) by calculating the PDD/DDD ratio as a simple, pragmatic, but reliable way of standardizing drug doses in pharmacoepidemiological research 23, 24 (see Supplementary Table S2 ). This ratio was calculated for all AZCERT drugs. Accordingly, a PDD/DDD ratio of 1.0 indicates that the prescribed dose equals the DDD of that drug, while a ratio higher or lower than 1.0 indicates a relatively higher or lower drug dose than the DDD average. 24 For the remaining small part of drug records without PDD information, a ratio of 1.0 was assumed. The ratio is further used on a multiplicative scale, that is, ratios of AZCERT categories were combined by multiplication.
Approximated drug exposure based on dosage and pharmacokinetic drug-drug interaction. We checked the whole medication of each patient for pkDDIs that influence the clearance of administered QTc-prolonging drugs. Therefore, the AiDKlinik ® drug information system (www.aidklinik. de, last accessed on 23 November 2016) was used to determine percentage changes in drug exposure associated with particular combinations. The database contains more than 20,000 DDI entries and is built strictly upon published clinical evidence (i.e. human DDI studies) from which we extracted geometric mean ratios of the areas under the concentration-time curve as a measure for drug exposure changes induced by a combination. The previously calculated PDD/DDD ratio was thus further adjusted with (mean) bioavailability changes induced by the perpetrator drug. As an example, a 50% relative increase in the bioavailability of an AZCERT drug implies that the PDD/DDD ratio was multiplied by 1.5. Finally, each patient was assigned an individually calculated, multiplicative exposure weight of all AZCERT drug categories he or she was exposed to; that weight is composed of PDD/DDD ratios and possibly modulating factors of drug exposure by pharmacokinetically interacting drugs.
Statistical analysis
General framework. Patient characteristics were displayed as frequencies, proportions, or means with standard deviations. The influence of the number of drugs from specific AZCERT 25 All tests were two tailed, 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated, and p values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed using the R software/environment version 3.2.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, 2015).
The study's primary objectives comprised two parts, that is, to determine risks associated with the drug number of QT-prolonging drugs and to determine associated risks for distinct pair-wise group comparisons (e.g. one versus at least two drugs). The main analyses focused on the AZCERT categories of 'known' and 'conditional' risk, for which actual evidence of relevant clinical outcomes (TdP) exists. 5 Continuous predictors. To address the study objectives' first part, drug numbers of respective AZCERT categories were included as continuous variables into linear models, from which QTc duration was predicted in dependence of the drug number. Because the main effects in underlying models with interaction terms between the three AZCERT categories cannot be interpreted in isolation, we also provided results from main effects regression models to facilitate direct interpretation (Supplementary Table S3 ). As a further step beyond combinations within a particular risk category, we aimed to investigate the role of 'conditional' risk drugs in the presence of a 'known' risk drug, and vice versa. We therefore extended model predictions to a situation when one drug from the other category is already present.
Categorical predictors.
To further investigate the difference between zero, one, or more drugs of a given category, the drug numbers were accordingly categorized and analyzed in otherwise equally parameterized models by means of multiple comparison procedures. Therefore, we conducted multiple pair-wise comparisons and trend tests using corresponding vectors of contrast coefficients: Tukey contrasts were used to provide many-to-many comparisons and with Marcus contrasts, we tested ordered risk trends between the distinct groups of zero, one, and two or more drugs. Appropriate adjustment for multiple testing is guaranteed with these sets of orthogonal contrasts. 26 
Results
About one in three of the 2558 eligible psychiatric patients (Table 1 ) was exposed to drugs with 'known' risk for TdP according to the AZCERT classification, and 44% of the patients used drugs of the category with a 'conditional' risk for TdP. Coprescription of more than one drug of the same or another AZCERT risk category was present in about one in five patients. The mean QTc values in the analysis set were 395 ± 29.6 ms (range: 232-474) in male patients and 401 ± 29.5 ms (range: 262-493) in female patients. Table 2 shows the most frequently used drugs for each AZCERT category and the number of exposed patients that concomitantly administered further drugs of the respective categories. Excessive doses above a PDD/DDD ratio of 3.0 were present in approximately 2.4% of antipsychotic drugs.
The additive nature was studied in continuous predictor models with actual drug numbers and in categorical predictor models with categories of zero, one, or more drugs. Continuous QTc predictions considered the number of co-administered QTc-prolonging drugs of 'known' and 'conditional' AZCERTs risks in linear models. Predicting the QTc interval in situations with only drugs of one AZCERT category yielded significant increases with the number of drugs attributed a 'known' risk (Supplementary Table S2) , which translated into an increasing slope only after we accounted for relative exposure by weighting regressions ( Figure 1A ). Of note, a significant negative slope was obtained for the 'possible' risk category (Supplementary Figure S1 , Supplementary Table S3) . Thereafter, we considered a situation with one drug of the other category already present (i.e. one drug of 'known' or 'conditional' risk, respectively). Here, the slopes for both AZCERT categories increased while the most pronounced increase comparing raw and exposure-weighted regression curves was manifest for drugs of the 'conditional' risk category ( Figure 1B ). Also in this situation, weighting refined effects in an exposure-dependent fashion and the difference to unweighted estimates demonstrated the impact of relative drug exposure (model comparison p = 0.002).
To evaluate whether QTc duration increases with exposure to more than one QTc-prolonging drug, categories based on AZCERT drug numbers were tested in pair-wise group comparisons and trend tests (Figure 2 ). 26 Strong effects were obtained for comparisons between two or more drugs and no AZCERT drugs for categories of 'known' and 'conditional' risk. While a trend towards increasing QTc duration was apparent for both categories, the dedicated pair-wise comparisons between two or more and one drug of the respective category were not significant, as were comparisons between one and zero drugs. Upon considering weights of relative exposure, effect estimates of drugs with an attributed 'conditional' risk generally rose.
Discussion
The results of this exploratory investigation assessing the potential contribution of pkDDI and pdDDI to drug-induced QTc prolongation are in line with existing risk classifications for single-drug administration such as AZCERT; when only a single AZCERT class is considered, drugs attributed a 'known' risk for TdP also accounted for the largest changes in QTc duration ( Figure  1A ), whereas such an association was less pronounced for drugs with 'conditional' risk and absent for those with 'possible' risk (Supplementary  Table S2 , Supplementary Figure S1 ). These findings therefore support the concept of distinguishing different categories of QTc-prolonging drugs as propagated by AZCERT, regardless of coadministered additional AZCERT drugs. Moreover, it endorses the denotation of 'conditional' risk which apparently depends on additional risk factors (Figure 1B) , indeed.
Our analysis revealed that the nature of the combination partners substantially influenced the combinations' QTc-prolonging potential; in a biological sense, combinations of AZCERT drugs with 'possible' risk had no additional risk of QTc prolongation and appeared to be even antagonistic. In contrast, with increasing number of members of the 'conditional' and 'known' risk classes, the risk of QTc prolongation appeared additive, and its magnitude was dependent on the presence of further risk factors, such as further drugs in situations when categories were mixed.
While our analysis did not reveal synergistic phenomena, any prolongation can be relevant in the individual case (see Supplementary Figure S3 ). It is therefore noteworthy that clinical monitoring should be based on individual risk thresholds (affected by further risk factors such as genetic predisposition, sex, age and bradycardia, among others) and thereafter consider net drug-induced contributions rather than mere drug numbers. As a consequence of QTc prolongation being concentration dependent, prescription warnings should be issued cautiously, because additive effects may be clinically negligible if drug doses are appropriately chosen. This generally holds for concentration-dependent effects, for which many examples from other drug classes also exist. 28 Thus, patients on high-risk drugs can have a normal ECG and stay perfectly well. 29 Our findings confirm the expectation that extrapolation of any single-drug risk to multidrug administration is not generally valid for all combinations. 30 The present analysis supports this notion by analyses of QTc durations and also underlines the importance of quantitative drug exposure for risk estimation. These findings are consistent with the results from the Rotterdam study that equally found no systematically increased QTc duration when two or more such drugs were administered. 31 Compared with our cohort of psychiatric patients, we observed somewhat lower frequencies of prolonged QTc duration according to the European regulatory guidelines. 32 Inpatient status was strongly associated with QTc duration (Supplementary Table S3 ), which certainly reflects a different comorbidity level, but may also imply more frequent parenteral routes of administration with a higher risk for prolonged QTc durations. 2, 33 Besides, ECG abnormalities were relatively frequent (Table 1) , but effect estimates remained robust upon their inclusion or removal in sensitivity analyses (data not shown). Similar to the Rotterdam study, our comparison of two or more versus one risk drug did not yield significant prolongations with point estimates similar to the comparison between one and zero drugs. While this as a population mean cannot exclude synergistic interactions between distinct individual pairs or combinations, it provides considerable evidence that synergism is not the standard mode of pdDDI for QTc-prolonging drugs. As shown by the steep rise in the risk of additional drugs upon assigning more weight to high drug exposure, drug exposure appears to be a decisive element for specific warnings and that dose adaptation can be useful to manage individual risks.
Individual risks are modulated by several cofactors, such as advanced age, female sex, electrolyte disturbances, genetic predisposition for long-QT syndrome, structural heart disease, bradycardia, drugs interfering with cardiac ion channels and electrolyte balance, and combinations of these factors. 7 Experimental evidence of the risks of combining several QTc-prolonging drugs is limited; the best evidence is currently available for pkDDI, which increases both the exposure of a QTc-prolonging drug and its QTc-prolonging effect (for a comprehensive literature review of controlled trials, see Wisniowska et al. 34 ). Nevertheless, infinite prolongation of the QT interval is not possible because every exposureresponse relationship involving countable targets is saturable. 11 Once maximum QTc prolongation is reached, adding a further drug acting via the same QTc-prolonging mechanism might not further increase the QTc-attributed arrhythmia risk.
In line with the concept of plateau effects is a validated prediction model yielding similar odds of QTc prolongation for patients receiving one versus two or more QTc-prolonging drugs. 35 Taken together, the nature and concentration of the administered QTc-prolonging drug and the comedication affecting its clearance appear more important than the net number of such drugs.
In fact, our findings ( Figure 1 ) suggest that not all combinations of QTc-prolonging drugs have the same propensity to prolong the QTc duration. This also applies to 'possible' QTc-prolonging drugs that were even associated with shorter QTc values, which may appear paradox ( Supplementary  Figures S1 and S2 ). However, Silvestre and coworkers also reported QTc interval shortening for some of the 'possible risk' drugs. 36 This finding is supported by examples where effects on delayed rectifier potassium channel are obviously compensated by modulations of late sodium currents, 37 resulting in increased risk upon relief of the channel block and thus potentially reduced risk during the compensating channel block. The notion that mechanistic considerations are predictive for QTc prolongation of drug combinations should be further scrutinized because it could well explain differences between different drug combinations.
Beyond statistical significance, results have to be put into a clinical perspective. Available benchmarks include a mean QTc change above 5 ms to identify drugs as being pro-arrhythmic 38 and each 10 ms increase in Bazett-corrected QTc intervals is expected to elevate the risk for cardiac events by 6%. 39 However, both assumptions do not consider established differences in the risks of different drugs as, for example, defined in the AZCERT risk classification and may thus be too broad and general at the expense of specificity. Moreover, the value of these indicators in the risk assessment of QTc-prolonging drugs could be only relevant for (i) dedicated combinations of AZCERT 'known' risk drugs and for (ii) 'conditional' risk drugs only in the presence of further risk factors (Figures 1 and 2 ). Concerning the risk of druginduced TdP, QTc prolongations > 500 ms 4 (deduced from studies with congenital long-QT syndromes 40, 41 ) or net individual increases of >60 ms 2,42 can be observed when additional risk factors, such as advanced age, bradycardia or electrolyte disturbances coincide or accumulate. [43] [44] [45] Additive or even synergistic risks of underlying pdDDI should not be generally postulated unless evidence for a specific drug combination actually exists. To avoid poor alert specificity, over-alerting, and thus poor alert acceptance, 46 warnings should be specific, tailored, and restricted to thoroughly investigated combinations or at most to multidrug combinations involving drugs with a 'known' risk. Otherwise, indiscriminate warnings in guidelines, product labels, or electronic prescribing systems will produce alert frequencies in the percent range. 47, 48 Overestimated risks may prompt physicians to unjustifiably withhold potentially effective therapies.
We would like to stress a number of relevant limitations. Conceptually, our data originate from a cross-sectional design with no relevant clinical endpoints available beyond a single QTc measurement as an imperfect surrogate for assessing the risk for TdP; nevertheless, it is a currently accepted marker for possible TdP arrhythmia and its monitoring is generally used to identify risk and modify therapies. 2, 7, 49 To avoid bias, we always used the first recorded ECG, which was closest to the list of drugs considered in our analyses, even though for some patients, more than one ECG was available. Concerning independent (predictor) variables, it would have been desirable to have more details at hand. For example, only the dichotomous variable describing abnormal electrolyte status was available without specific information on the exact value or at least the direction of the deviation from the normal range. In addition, a precise value for exposure was neither available; therefore, exposure and exposure modulation had to be approximated from population means and mean changes. As basically true for all pharmacoepidemiological analyses, the reason for being exposed to a specific drug or not (i.e. indication, contraindication, disease severity and adherence) can be of importance for the association with the outcome of interest. In particular, high-risk coprescriptions could have been avoided by skilful prescribing. However, because QTc duration as a surrogate for TdP risk assessment is only seldom considered in routine care, 50, 51 this aspect is unlikely to affect prescription in otherwise low-risk populations. Moreover, also due to the observational study design, we could not adjust our sample size to provide sufficient power for certain comparisons, such as pair-wise group comparisons between one and two or more drugs of an AZCERT class. Finally, because the timing of QTc measurements relative to the timing of drug administration is not known, inconsistent time points of QTc measurements might have influenced the results.
Conclusion
Accounting for relative exposure differences with QTc-prolonging drugs significantly improved QTc interval predictions when single or multiple drugs with QTc-prolonging potential were administered. In contrast, the pharmacodynamic contribution of multiple QTc-prolonging drugs was less pronounced and appeared to depend on the AZCERT risk classification. Clearly, additive risks were only observed when drugs with an attributed 'known' risk for TdP were involved. In these cases, and also drugs associated with a 'conditional' risk, excessive drug exposures (e.g. high doses or pkDDI) should be avoided and, if not avoidable, a close ECG monitoring is advisable. This may be a first step to more specific warnings by avoiding false alerts in computerized alert systems and to identify patients who really require close ECG monitoring.
